EZ-Flats™ and EZ-Flats™ Pro sorting systems

Leverage greater
postal discounts.

If you regularly send more than
200 flats or parcels per day, you
may be missing out on big savings.
That’s why we created EZ-Flats™
and EZ-Flats™ Pro sorting systems.
Our powerful solutions provide an
intuitive way to simplify complex
postal rules and leverage USPS
discounts for low cost of entry. By
expediting your deliveries to the
USPS, you’ll be able to benefit from
USPS discounts that would’ve been
absorbed by third-party shippers.
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In-line labeling.
The in-line labeler applies postage
labels as flats or parcels pass across
the conveyor, eliminating the need
for manual application.

Generate USPS documentation
with ease.
Simply and accurately create
manifest mailings and routing reports
that summarize piece-counts and
package destinations.
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The EZ-Flats™
difference.
Help eliminate the need for multiple
passes by getting first pass maximum
discount.

Excellent imaging/
high recognition

Intelligent
touch-screen display

Bar code scanner
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Scale

Where industry-leading
support meets successful
outcomes
BlueCrest offers world-class
support and comprehensive
services that optimize your
EZ-Flats sorting system. You
can count on BlueCrest Global
Services to address your unique
operational needs.

Easy load label reels

Automated
label applicator

Standard 8
automated bins

• Leverage the proven skills and
expertise of our dedicated global
team for best-in-class
installation, integration and
implementation services.
• Achieve optimal performance
with industry leading technical
and maintenance support.
• Ensure maximum system
uptime through real-time
insights and predictive analytics
that enable our global experts to
make informed decisions and
quickly resolve performance
issues.

Tag printer
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Get greater discounts
in a single pass.

Achieve higher mail-piece
integrity.

Both systems utilize unique software
packages that scan, track and direct
flats or parcels for maximum discounts
on USPS postage in a single pass.
Capable of processing over 2,000
mail-pieces per hour (pph), EZ-Flats and
EZ-Flats Pro provide a quick return on
investment by giving you the best USPS
discount available, every time.

By using automation, our systems
minimize mistakes caused
by human-error. They ensure
mail-piece integrity through
territory designation assignments.

EZ-Flats™ Pro sorting system
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+ 2,000 pph
EZ Flats can process a wide range of
mail pieces quickly and efficiently.

EZ-Flats™ sorting system

Improve accounting accuracy.
You’ll be able to access billing and audit
documentation quickly and easily for
complete chargeback, exact billing and
qualification level.

Enjoy simple modular set up and
an intuitive graphical interface.
Both systems are modular and easily
configurable to your space and
workload requirements. On average,
first time operators are up to speed
and running EZ-Flats and EZ-Flats Pro
in as little as 15 minutes. Plus, both
systems have an easy-to-use graphical
interface that helps improve operator
productivity.
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BlueCrest Inc.
37 Executive Drive
Danbury, CT 06810
For more information, call 877-406-7704
or visit us online: bluecrestinc.com
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